Computational optical systems allow novel architectures for capturing real world in multiple dimensions and showing it on displays which enable 3D perception. In this talk, I explore integral displays, issues of human perception and capture methods. 
Summary
Computational optical imaging is a nexus of computationally designed illumination, optics, and processing algorithms. Such systems are prevalent in many industries and consumer electronics as they enable new experiences by providing enhanced information. Some of these novel optical systems are either applied for capturing multidimensional information or for displaying this information to the user.
Many 3D displays have been proposed which potentially promise to give 3D perception to humans. In this talk, I will focus on one of these techniques named integral displays, exploring how they provide 3D information and discussing enabling technologies which are required for their success. In parallel to developing these displays, understanding of how humans perceive 3D is also important and has to be taken in to account while designing these displays. I will highlight these issues in the light of integral displays and how some of these issues can be addressed.
While exploring 3D displays, one of the obvious next questions is about the content and information these displays can show. While showing computer generated information is a relatively easier route, capturing and converting real world content for these displays is not trivial. I will talk about methods to capture 3D information from real world scenes and show on integral displays.
